hoobler stone
THE LOOK & FEEL OF REAL STONE THAT DOESN’T COST THE EARTH

And this is what our clients say …
“We are impressed with the customer service and products provided by Hoobler Stone, which has been used for
projects at Caroline Springs. Hoobler Stone is a quality product at an affordable price.”
Luke Norden, Landscape Architect & Manager, Delfin Lend Lease Caroline Springs VIC

“In our fire prone country area we were looking for a product that would look good and withstand ember attack.
We found it in Hoobler Stone and were even more delighted when the company was willing to colour it to our
local stone. The finished job looks so natural. It is a wonderful finish to our house.”
Brian & Debra Dodgson Tolmie VIC
“A great product with excellent aesthetic looks. Also easy to install. I have already recommended Hoobler
Stone to others.”
Tim Mead
Mead Con Constructions Quoida TAS
“An excellent product with service to match. Hoobler Stone is the icing on the cake with our project and has
been the subject of many compliments from visitors.”
Barry Maguire Anstead QLD
“I have found Hoobler Stone to be a great product. Service from John was first rate.”
Jason Vivian
Kirway Constructions Traralgan VIC
“The product looks so natural and has become a real feature in our straw bale house. We had been looking for
some time for a product to finish the project and it was exactly what we wanted. You went out of your way to
visit and advise on how to use the stone. A perfect product and easy to apply by a non professional person. We
are thrilled with the overall result. I have passed your information on to visitors and people in the building
industry.”
Tony McAlister Yackandandah VIC

“John was extremely helpful. Product was delivered in good condition and we the carpenters placed the stone in
position in a bar area of a lodge. Everyone was more than happy with Hoobler Stone. “
Mel Kroenert
Dovetail Constructions Jindabyne NSW

“We have used two of John's stones. We used Colonial Brown Mix on our first home, and then we used
Bluestone Pitchers on our business building. We are looking to use the Sandstone on our next home in the very
near future. Your service met our needs and expectations, we are happy with the products and we recommend
Hoobler Stone to others.”
Leanne & Daniel Gazzola Mt Dandenong VIC
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“Your service was courteous and you provided a prompt response to all our enquiries. We recommend Hoobler
Stone to others and will continue to do so. A bit of ageing and the stone will be an excellent match to the
existing 20 year old Hoobler Stone building.”
Bruce McMullen Uralla NSW
“We saw Hoobler Stone at one of the Melbourne Home Shows. We only required a small job but the service
was prompt and professional. The product has proved to be durable and attractive. We recommend Hoobler
Stone because it provides an attractive alternative to more usual building materials.”
Marilyn Nunn Mt Helen VIC
“John, thanks again for your help with the bluestone. It’s great to find someone who will spend a bit of time
actually explaining things properly and in detail.”
Geoff Woda
Essendon Home Improvements Essendon VIC

“Fantastic product. Very versatile and can be individualised to suit lots of applications. We intend to use it again
on an outdoor fireplace / pizza oven. “
Donna Doyle Ferntree Gully VIC

“We have so many people admiring our Hoobler Stone living room wall. They can't believe we did it ourselves.
It looks so natural and gives the place a real comfy feeling. We love it and recommend it to everyone.”
Gordon Slater Wangaratta VIC

“John was terrific - very helpful. The range is great and we appreciated the bags of samples to see which one
we liked best. We found the product easy to work with and the results are amazing. We love the look of our
fireplace and will definitely use the product again.”
Manfred Walch Bethanga VIC

“Hoobler Stone proved to be a great addition to our alpine cabin. It was easy to use, economical and looks
amazing. It took the look of the house to a new level and we will be purchasing more stone as our renovations
advance.”
Les Doyle Bright VIC

“The new look 'Tassie Stone' looks great as it is very similar to the local area of Williamstown. The creation of
the stables has many admirers.”
Ray Brown Williamstown VIC

“After seeing your product at the RACV Home Show, John's service and help was excellent, from measuring and
quoting, helping to arrange the pick up and the after sales service. The guys who did the installation had not
used your product before and were amazed at how much easier it was to use as against slate etc. The finished
product has really reinforced our decision to go ahead and upgrade our entertaining area that we have wanted
for many years. It is great that we can now sit back and relax in a magnificent surrounding.”
Brad Murray Mill Park VIC
“Hoobler Stone met our needs and expectations. We are happy with the products and recommend it to others.
John was always happy to help, even on weekends when we were working on the project.”
Greg Ellis Bendigo VIC
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“Very satisfied with your product. Everything worked exactly to the Instruction pamphlet supplied. Even my
partner couldn't believe the finished product, especially when done by an amateur as myself. Friends and
relatives commented and asked many questions.”
A & K Mifsud Kynton VIC

“We have had our Hoobler Stone feature wall since 1978. It really adds warmth and character to our fairly long
living room. We never tire of it and over the years our friends and acquaintances have always commented on
how great the wall looks.”
Astrid & Dieter Weise VIC

“Deb & John were very helpful through the whole process. We especially appreciated being able to phone John
for advice on installation during the project.”
Kelly Buchanan Hodgsonvale QLD

“We gave Hoobler Stone the challenge of matching existing stonework in our house. The end result in colour
matching was excellent. The laying of the stonework is also brilliant in that it is difficult to determine where the
old stone ends and where the new stone begins.”
Caroline Fittal Tecoma VIC

“Hello Deb & John. I want to thank you both for the efficient manner you dealt with me. Laying the stone on my
fireplace all happened as you said it would when I did it myself following your instructions. The stone looks
absolutely fabulous and we are thrilled with your product. We get great comments from all our friends ... even
the builder who built our house came over for a look and was most impressed when he saw it. He thought the
stone was real so I told him where I got it and how easy it was to do yourself. Thanks for your knowledge and
allowing us to obtain the stone without any fuss at all. I will have more jobs in the future I'm sure. Best regards.”
Bill Turczynski Bowral NSW
“The staff at Hoobler Stone were very obliging, gave good advice and prompt service. The products are easy to
use and give an authentic stone look. The end result is exactly what we hoped for, in a much cheaper form than
the real thing!”
Phil Bowden Cootamundra NSW

“Dear John & Deb. We would like to thank you for making the stone for our house. As soon as we saw Hoobler
Stone we knew that it was what we wanted. When we finally got to see it on our house we were blown away.
You could not have a better person in Andrew to promote and lay Hoobler Stone in Tasmania. He transformed
our house into a home. I would highly recommend him to anyone in Tassie who is considering Hoobler Stone as
an option. Thanks again John. Next time you are in Tasmania, come and see our finished home.”
Grant & Jo Woolley Exton TAS
“As a builder using the product we are very happy with the service as well as the product. The stone was easy
to obtain and delivery no problems. We would like to retain some pieces of each type of stone to recommend it
to our clients.”
Greg Beevor
Southon Builders Bairnsdale VIC
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“Hoobler Stone has totally transformed our once cement sheeted house into a solid looking stone building. It's a
permanent solution so we never have to worry about the on-going maintenance of painting again. We were very
happy with the effect and others have commented with positive feedback and may consider using the product. I
would highly recommend this product to any one who is looking to build or reclad.”
Wayne & Kylie Fitzgerald Barongarook VIC

“Hoobler Stone was very easy to access via the website. John was very accommodating when it came to
providing samples and delivering the product. The follow up call was impressive too! The stone was very easy
to apply and provided the effect we wanted to achieve on our feature wall.”
Miranda Fogarty Brighton VIC
“First and foremost I chose Hoobler Stone because it looked so natural and realistic. I have always loved stone
but until now real stone was not a viable option in my renovation due to size and weight. I was delighted to find
Hoobler Stone on the internet with so many colours and stone choices. It was very easy for a Do-It-Yourselfer
with minimal experience. The friendly service and assistance from John was icing on the cake. Thank you
Hoobler Stone!”
Lynne Munro Belgrave South VIC
“My wife and I have always admired the Hoobler Stone products, and are delighted with our fireplace and your
service. We are so impressed with the product that we intend to use Hoobler Stone on all of the external walls of
our home. We have recommended Hoobler Stone to our friends and our recommendation extends to the
contractor who installed the stone.”
David Brown Donvale VIC
“I happened on you by chance, through the MBAV display centre. I saw several stone products - yours was a
good unique look, fairly priced, and locally made. Your service has been very good in an age when service is a
dirty word. You and your staff have gone above and beyond what I am used to. Pleasure doing business with
you.”
Paul Holcdorf
Darella Developments Elsternwick VIC

“We applied Hoobler Stone in 2003 and are very happy with the result. The stone has transformed our home
from a drab house into a loved possession and we are now proud to call it home. The house is now worth so
much more in character and value. When we resell it will be a home that people will want simply because of its
appeal. And all as a result of apply the stone. Thank you for the quality of your product and the fact that it is
made in Australia is a great bonus. Thank you.”
Eric McIntyre Greensborough VIC
“Great product & service, delivery straight to the front door - hassle free. Many people compliment on how real
the stone looks. Great idea for a feature wall - very modern and classic looking. Service and products fantastic!”
Matt Morgan Jan Juc VIC
“Thank you for all your help, we really appreciate it. The house looks terrific. Please pass on our thanks to the
stone layers - they did a fantastic job. We are very happy to recommend Hoobler Stone to anyone enquiring
about building a stone house.”
Jon & Nadine Watson Mt Martha VIC
“Thanks John for your great service. Covering our fireplace surround with Hoobler Stone has transformed our
lounge room.”
Nigel Barton-Smith Mount Waverley VIC
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“We are very happy with the finished product. It has turned an ordinary wood fire into a real feature. It was
produced and finished without any delays and installed promptly and efficiently.”
Judy Broad Wallington VIC
“We have used Hoobler Stone before on our residence and thought that we would use it again on our business.
John, you would never know that the bluestone pitchers we used weren’t the real thing. We get so many
comments. They just look amazing! Thanks John and Deb and especially Jurgeon (the layer).”
Leeanne & Daniel Gazzola
Observatory Cottages Kalorama VIC
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